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Instructions for Authors and Editorial Policy
Camera Separatoria is a scholarly and peer -reviewed journal (print and online) published 2 times per
year which was founded in 2009. It is a continuation of the journal Postępy Chromat ografii (Progress in
Chromat ography) devoted to the science, technique a nd technology of separation. It provides a medium for
the public ation of theoretical and experimental studies and reviews related to separation science:
chromatography, electrophoresis, mass spectrometry, exctraction, electroseparation etc.
Camera Separatoria publishes original (not published previously and are not currently under
consideration by anot her journal except in the form of an abstract or as part of a published lecture, review, or
thesis) and review papers from all branches of separation science, technique and technology. Additionally
letters to the editor; ex pert opinions; information on instrumentation, book reviews and information about
conferences as well as advertisements are also published. The journal welcomes contributions which
promote the exchange of ideas and rational discourse bet ween practicing educators and material
researchers all over the world.
The manuscript can be submitted to any editor, together with the cover letter, using e -mail. No
limitation of the articles lengths are provided. The manuscript should be original, has not been published
previously and should not be currently being considered by another journal.
The manuscript can be submitted to any editor, together with the cover letter, using e -mail. No
limitation of the articles lengths are provided.
Manuscript should be prepared using MS-Word edit or in the .doc/.docx format. Detailed rules are
presented on http://www.uph.edu.pl/index.php/druki-firmowe/dokumenty-wydawnictwa-ap.html. It should be
typed in single-s paced lines using Arial 10p. font with the overall page numbering (at the cent er of bottom
margins). Tables (Arabic numeration, title in Poli sh and Engli sh, Arial 10p.), figures and figure captions
(Arabic numeration, in Polish and English, Arial 9p.) and references can be placed directly to the text. The
main heading appears in the following order:
- list of Authors by first, middle names, surname (capital letters); t he Corresponding Author’s name should be
accompanied by an asterisk (*); if Authors are from more than one affiliation, use superscript numbers to
link the Authors’ names and their affiliations,
- list of affiliations and complete mailing addresses of the authors (including zip code, city, street, and
number; for universities, the faculty or department should be given),
- the title (should not exceed 20 words) of the article in Poli sh as well as Engli sh, (in all capit al letters, Arial
12p.),
- if there is more than one affiliation, use asterisks to indicate the institute with which each author is affiliated,
as it is presented below:

Jan K. KOWALSKI, Karol ROBERT*
Department of Separation Science, Institute of Chemistry
ul. 1 Maja 3, 00-000 Warszawa
*e-mail: camera@separatoria.eu

I Podlaskie Spotkanie Chromatograficzne
1st Podlasie’s Chromatographic Meeting
Body text…
In the subsequent text, the following parts are is desirable: abstract (in Poli sh and English, Arial 9p.),
keywords (about five, in Polish and English, Arial 9p.), introduction (review of literature and formulation the
aim of the paper), experimental (reagents, apparatus, protocols, data analysis), results and discussion,
conclusions, acknowledgments and literature. The S I units and nomenclature recommended by IUPAC
should be used. References should be typed in the forms:
1. J.K. Kowalski, K. Robert, Research of separation…, Analytical Chemistry 44 (2000) 666.
2. A. Adzik, in Fundamentals of Separation Science, K. Karol, ed., PTNoR, Reymontówka 2000.
3. Polish standard PN – EN ISO 17993, text…
nd
4. S. Separator, Proceedings of 2 Podlachia’s Chromatographic Meeting, Kotuń-Chlewiska, Sep. 12-18,
1987.
in a list at the end of article and numbered in the order of appearance. Cit ation in t he text should be denot ed
by number in square brackets.
One of the Editor first evaluates the manuscript. Exceptionally it can be accepted at this stage. Those
rejected at this stage are passed on to 2 experts for review. Acceptance for publication is subject to positive
recommendation from the referees. The referees remains anonymous throughout the process. Reviewers
are not supposed to contact the authors or to otherwise make their identity known. The referees are asked to
evaluate the manuscript according to the below rules within 3 weeks. Authors have three months t o correct
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the article after the reviewing process. After this time, the returned article is considered as newly received.
The authors receive the electronic version of their paper and the proper volume of Camera Separatoria free
of charge.
Advertisements may be published according to the prescribed rates.
*

*

*

Ethical guidelines
It is crucial to agree upon standards of expected ethical behavior for all involved in the act of
publishing: author, editor, reviewer, publisher and society. Editors and reviewer are committed t o ensuring
that advertising, reprint or other commercial revenue has no impact or influence on editorial decisions. They
must not disclose any information about a submitted manuscript to anyone ot her than the corresponding
author. The unpublished materials disclosed in a submitted manuscript must not be used in an
editor's/referee’s own research without the express written consent of the aut hor. The reproduction or
adaptation of previously published tables, figures, illustrations, or extensive quotations from other sources
must obtain appropriate written permission.
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